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About This Game

FALL is a 3d action game in fully physically calculations.
You can break the Objects buildings and stratum in real time.

You have to kill the enemy or break the wall while falling.
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Title: FALL
Genre: Action
Developer:
Northbrain
Publisher:
Northbrain
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP,7,8,10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo

Memory: 100 MB RAM

Graphics: GEFORCE 980GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound

English
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This game sparks my imagination!. About this game: it isn't. You can walk left and right with the A and D buttons, you can
make action with the spacebar and sometimes you have to point and click on something. There is really no challenge at all, you
just push the buttons to see the story goes. Most of the times you just walk to one of the two possible directions... and click on
speech ballons, because you can't do anything else... or collect sticks with the spacebar.

On the other side i agree with the other reviews, the game has its charm which can appeal the player and maybe for this price it's
enough.. Its garbage but I play it everyday and watch every single stream for it. port, good game, has controls that take forever
to find at first, and you have to play on phone resolution, get this for your phone, not pc.. Bought while 50% off (Unlimited) It's
worth every penny of the $10, so much fun can be had, even with randoms once you explain the game. This is like a mixture of
cards against humanity and story wars, more or less the perfect mix, I can't recommend it enough.. [DOES NOT CONTAIN
ALL SONGS]
I want to be clear I don't hate the soundtrack in fact it is one of the best I've heard in a game so far I went as far as continuing to
play the game after the original story just to listen to the music BUT the only reason I'm down-rating this is simply because for a
soundtrack it DOESN'T contain all the tracks used in the game. I might change the review in the near future its really my own
fault I should of looked at the list instead of presuming but I was disappointed to not find "Island Door by Susumu Hirasawa"
and a few others not on here, either way the soundtrack is fantastic regardless and I'll likely make this positive once I suck it up.

Again don't hate the game or the soundtrack just wished it had all the songs on it that's all.
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its fun and cool. Well... Compared to the first one, it's better in the sense it actually does use a normal 9 x 9 Sudoku Grid, and
that can make it quite challenging. I said "can" as halfway through my first puzzle I realized the developers did probably no
testing on this game before releasing it, and the preset placement of fruits was off and therefore impossible to solve. Something
like that not happening in Sudoku is pretty crucial, so for that I would not recommend it.... Skin looks awesome, but the voice
lines kinda ruined it for me. But still worth purchase.. The poison gun is pretty great, the rifle would be 100x better if it only
fired in single shot, 3 round burst is nothing more than a waste of ammo. Excellent! So happy to be playing this game again.
Sure, the graphics are crusty as a crab but the gameplay.. oh it's just so amazing. Love it!. Iraq war simulator. 1. If you are a
cheevo hunter, stay away. Only the BEST PLAYER IN THE WORLD IN EVERY SINGLE CATEGORY gets to ace this game.
Completely stupid (#1 leaderboard cheevo)

2. I cleared the game on normal, then casual was as hard. Casual is WAY to hard. It's supposed to be CASUAL. Did the devs
every play a video game before?

3. This 5-second loop music drives me nuts

4. Buggy leaderboard search

5. 80 APM required in rush. Yeah right. Good luck.

6. Stay away.. lt;< ITS TIME . >>

<< if u r fan this series buy it now play it NOW! >>

<< 10/10 Full Price WORTH IT >>

<< Cut the chatter! >>. VR is a great platform for stealth games - they really get your blood pumping - and this game does a
good job at it! It scratches that \u201csecret agent doing stealth missions\u201d itch, providing all the essentials: roaming guards
to avoid\/kill, a few different mission types, the ability to hide behind\/under\/in things, limited weapons to use, etc.

There are a few annoyances\/bugs - the inventory doesn\u2019t always worth smoothly, and sometimes you get stuck while
moving around - but those are far from game breaking, and are just more of an annoyance. I also tend to rely on weapons more
than I think I should; it\u2019s easier to sneak up on a bot and kill it, than it is to sneak around it. Perhaps even MORE
restricted weapons, AI that communcates, or creative level design would prevent the player from blasting every badguy
encountered.

I\u2019ve played for about an hour, and I\u2019m really liking what I\u2019m seeing. Thumbs: UP!. Really cool way of
rewarding previous adopters! Free of you already have the game. Unexpected and I really appriciate it :)
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